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Abstract 

In this article, the development of integrated security model for the next generation 

using big data technology is proposed. The main objective of this model is to make a 

paradigm shift from managing separate security to managing integrated security with 

real time basis monitoring of hacking attacks which are coming from all kinds of security 

input channels, using big data analysis technology. This new model technology can be a 

more enhanced approach than conventional security technology in terms of detection and 

response speed. This new model will contribute to governance and management of 

security in many areas significantly. 
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1. Introduction 

The effective management of the total security information management is a 

fundamental concern for the long-term growth of each organization or company in 

competitive markets. There is no organization which is not keen to security issue and 

efficient growth. The most pressing issues about security management in these days are 

quick response to various kinds of hacking attacks. Hence, many organizations are 

concerned with business enablement architecture to avoid impact and damage from 

outside security attacks. Information security is practiced in daily operation as people 

respect the policies and principles related with it. [2] Although people are provided with 

sufficient and detailed guidance and are encouraged to participate in security alerts, they 

are faced with the challenge of situations of new security attacks. Everyone is accountable 

for protection and stakeholders are also involved in the identification and response to the 

threats to the enterprise in many cases. [1] Management proactively supports innovations 

of security infra structure as one of competitive edge. In this paper, the development of 

next generation intelligent integrated security management model using big data 

technology is mainly discussed  to solve this kind of  issue seamlessly. The basic value of 

this model is to change the very nature of security information from passive cargo that 

arrives, when queried, via paved cow path, to an active enzyme that circulates throughout 

an security ecosphere in which all points are instantly accessible from all other security 

points. [11] In this paper, new approach of next generation intelligent security 

management model using big data analysis technology has been proposed. 

 

2. Related Study 
 

2.1. Information Security Factors: There are general approaches based on basic factors 

as the following. First, information security should support the mission of organization. 

Second, Information security is an essential factor for the management of organization. 

Third, Information security should be cost effective. Fourth, Information security should 
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be definite for the responsibility and accountability. Fifth, each owner of system is 

responsible for security management about their external organization as well. Sixth, 

Information security needs comprehensive and integrated approaching method. 

Information security should be reevaluated regularly. Seventh, Information security tends 

to have limitation from social factors [9]. 

 

2.2. Infrastructure for Information Security Model: The Infrastructure of security 

system should provide a security architecture, security development, adequately secured 

and configured system, user access and access right, prompt protection against external 

attacks and intrusion attempts, adequate incident response, security testing, and 

monitoring with alert services. [3] There are three models related with this category. 

Hybrid integrated model is integration of individual security system into one sever or 

hardware, integrating firewall, IDS, and VPN. Interoperation model is interoperability of 

individual security system and integration by predefining protocol methodology. Broker 

model is using broker which enables interoperability and integration of separate security 

systems. So, each individual system can only focus on its own agents and connectivity. 

System stability and strong recovery from the security incidents are the key factors of 

infrastructure in security model with continued advancement of related technologies. This 

will surely hold high customer loyalty [7]. 

 

2.3. Existing Integrated Security Management System which are using Relational 

Data Base Model: The existing integrated security system is based on relational data base 

architecture, slow in speed if the log volume is huge, detects only traditional incidents, 

needs high level skill in operation.  

 

3. Requirements of New Integrated Security Model  
 

3.1. General Requirements: Because of the existing integrated security system’s 

limitation as described above, blocking the security threats fundamentally using all kinds 

of security tools is very difficult while security related incidents are happening 

continuously. Also there is another requirement about mutual connecting deployment of 

various security products (i.e., firewall, IPS, VPN) and networks on hand. Since most 

hacking attacks vary and are also being accelerated continuously, a quick response system 

is needed inevitably. Other issues about DDOS threat and APT(Advance Persistence 

Threat) would be representative security threats in these days. APT tend to remain in 

internal IT system for a long time, and this is one of harmful threat with characteristics of 

unnoticeable attack [5]. DDOS attacks disturbs the service and business operation, and 

they have been evolved into multi-vector attacks which using diversified and mixed 

techniques. There should be some approach to defend against this kinds of new multi-

vector attacks effectively by deploying more enhanced security infrastructure with 

integrity, availability and reliability [7, 13]. 

 

3.2. Technical Requirements: There is a requirement of establishing new process for the 

real time detection of security threats in security infrastructure system based on accurate 

analysis of collected security log files using big data. There is another tendency that the 

functions concerning log collection and search are being lowered remarkably when large 

size log data are accumulated on the security system. Since the existing integrated 

security system is based on relational data base architecture, they are having problems 

with low speed if the log volume is huge, also they detect only traditional incidents. 

Distributed security systems mean more machines and a more complicated systems 

administration problem. This problem can be addressed through automation. Security 

management without real time monitoring can’t meet business requirement in terms of 
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agility. Monitoring security system needs intelligent architecture to detect and defend 

diversified security attacks [16]. 

 

4. Next Generation Intelligent Integrated Security Model using Big 

Data Technology 

There is more to business intelligence than simply deploying security management 

technology or system. We need a comprehensive, strategic approach to designing, 

implementing, managing, tracking, and supporting Integrated Security System initiatives. 

Lacking intelligent framework, enterprises would end up with a patch work of good 

intentions but no meaningful enterprise-wide intelligence in security management. [4] The 

next generation of intelligent integrated security model using big data technology consists 

of intelligence, integration, monitoring, search and analysis using big data technology, 

and reporting functions. If the log data is high volume, this will impact the analysis and 

search the related data in terms of speed and performance.  Using big data technology can 

solve this issue easily and quickly. As a new approach, using natural language in search 

can help with detection of unknown security attacks as well as hacking incidents. 

Considering these view points, this paper suggests the need for development of intelligent 

integrated security model using big data technology as following [6, 8]. 

 

4.1. Total Architecture of Next Generation Intelligent Integrated Security Model 

using Big Data Technology: Through the development of next generation intelligent 

integrated security models based on big data, we can detect new types of security 

attacks more easily and intensively, finding out the existing dead zone of security 

area, as well as managing various security channel ultimately. The main differences 

from the existing system are as following. Firstly, this model is using big data 

analysis technology, not relational data base technology which existing security 

systems are using currently. Secondly, since this model has parallel structure, 

processing speed is very quick even when log volumes are increasing. The 

processing speed of existing system is proportional to the amount of log. Thirdly, 

this model utilizes natural language base technology in detection of new and old 

incidents, while existing system can only detect precedent incident. The existing 

system cannot detect normally if the security policy set up does not match the cases 

even slightly..Fourthly, this model is ease of use for the responsible staff regardless 

of security related management knowledge level, while existing system requires 

high level of security knowledge skill to manage it. Fifthly, this model contains 

legal compliance requirement in secure. The main functions of this model are log 

management, weak point detection, lifecycle management of vulnerability, analysis 

of network packet, detection of abnormal network status, response management for 

the incident cases.[3] The total architecture of next generation intelligent integrated 

security model using big data is identified in Figure 1, as below.  
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Figure 1. Total Architecture of Next Generation Intelligent Integrated 
Security Management Model using Big Data Technology 

4.2. Functions about Next Generation Intelligent Integrated Security Model using 

Big Data Technology: The function of new model is as follows. First, this model is using 

and  processing big data analysis for searching and  reporting with high speed, and also 

supports flexible expansion of system up to required resources. When there is a need of 

new resource increase, this flexible architecture can expand another security process 

engine. Second, this model analyzes packet network based on L4 and L7. L4 based packet 

do the analysis focused on packet header data. L7 based packet do the analysis focused on 

packet main data for the details and exploit of network. Third, this model does the log 

management with data encryption and forgery prevention programs. Fourth, this model 

detects abnormal status quickly by tracking destination base. This can detect and monitor 

whether some data move to the same destination continuously to detect unusual cases. [6] 

This also detects abnormal protocol and status based on data flow by analyzing usage 

trends. This model can detect abnormal symptoms in early stage by analyzing network 

packet usage status. Fifth, this model detects all the threats based on new technology of 

natural language algorithm. This model analyzes all log types based on IP address 

alignment which are security side data. And leverage the results from detection lesson for 

future review for accidental threats. Sixth, this model can detect weak points of security 

related systems and applications. This model find out the weak spots of sever systems and 

network equipments which are consisting security infrastructure. This model also checks 

intensively weak points of application area which are running the business process. 

Seventh, this model does the lifecycle management in weak point area. This model 

monitors frequent weak portion and reaction cases for the compliance purpose by 

assigning the responsible staff to handle the weak point management. Eighth, this model 

does the analysis activities about the security incidents by means of profiling response 

management as well as provision of solved or not solved criteria. This model alerts 
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whenever incidents happen, and conveys SMS message or email responsible manager to 

react on the spot. Ninth, this model can produce reports of statistics about infringement 

prevention, firewall, VPN, change of system file, and virus types in details along with 

collection events. [12]  

 

4.3. System Architecture of Next Generation Intelligent Integrated Security Model 

using Big Data Technology: The key points of system architecture about this model are 

integration of existing security systems, monitoring and measurements, and using big data 

analysis technology.  

Below figures shows the system architecture of this model. The main objective of 

system architecture is ease of use for the users in terms of operation and security 

management. Risk analysis consist of information assets, factors of threats, and security 

vulnerability. Risk management contains security threats and measurements for security 

using big data analysis and integration of existing security systems which are intrusion 

detection system, intrusion prevention system, intrusion tolerance system and firewalls [7]. 

 
 

Figure 2. System Architecture 

There are four core technologies for this model as following. 1) Event 

normalization which collects events and normalizes all the events from each security 

equipments 2) Analysis and risk classification methodology which analyzes 

detection pattern per each security products, classifies detected danger, vulnerability, 

and set up the guidelines of risk category according to security system. 3) Anomaly 

detection and response which are doing misuse/anomaly detection and response 

passively and actively. 4) Integrated Policy Management which are doing automatic 

policy management according to all security products involved in security 

management. From the perspective view of advanced security management, security 

management team should perform as following. Security program champions define 

corporate security intelligence strategy, ensure alignment with corporate objectives, 

consolidate and prioritize for the new security requirements throughout the 

enterprise and track project success. Advanced analytic experts perform complex 

data mining and modeling in response to requests from business units and conduct 

research with models to explore correlations and interdependencies of security 

issues. [8] Security application developers develop, test, and maintain security 
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applications for the enterprise – both user-facing applications and those that directly 

interface with expansion and flexibility infrastructure. [9] The major data flow 

about this data flow architecture are identified in Figure 3 [6]. 

 

 

Figure 3. Data Flow Architecture 

4.4. Value of Next Generation Intelligent Integrated Security Model using Big Data 

Technology: 

We can streamline various security solutions and monitoring function which have been 

scattered in many areas. This study found out the difference of existing security system 

and this new architecture as following. Monitoring work load will be changed from 40% 

to 10%. Monitoring the security status with real time is one of the key important activities. 

Report generation work load will be changed from 30% to 5%. Report about the abnormal 

cases can improve the ability of prevention next time. Exact reporting with decision 

factors will be helpful to enhancement of system. Analysis and solving new incident work 

load will be changed from 12% to 5%. One of the difficult jobs about security 

management is solving new incident quickly to deliver secure service to customers. 

Planning work load will be changed from 5% to 10%. This means that planning work 

should be increased because of important portion. Security system planning is the most 

crucial activity for the management with short term and long term planning. Ad hoc work 

load will be changed from 8% to 6%. Ad hoc job can be administration work by 

responsible staffs. Policy management and rolling out of new action work load will be 

changed from 6% to 12%. Policy management and rolling out the new security action is 

also important work for security managers. So, the total cost saving would be 52%. This 
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can be huge improvement of productivity in security management compared to existing 

ones. This can be big gains changing from conventional system to new model. The major 

effectiveness of this model  are as following the first one is total integrated security 

management which increase the security management efficiency by doing alert activity 

for each security solution and log information management in central integrated system 

through integrated monitoring and control. The second one is synergy effect which reduce 

the cost duplication and reinvestment cost by assigning minimum number of responsible 

staff who control security system as well as reducing cost of deploying security systems 

with the help of management productivity. The third one is preparatory measure which is 

not follow-up action. This can provide prior prevention plan through analysis of each log 

management and integrated management. This can also analyze system status regularly by 

using statistical process functions. The last one is agility which enables real time response 

per incidents. Quick response for the incidents can survive the companies in these hot 

competition market situation. Security organization is one of critical success factors for 

business management in terms of providing better customer services. The main value of 

this model can be dramatic economic effects by reducing management cost and human 

resource cost as well as, also increase of efficiency in security management, as shown 

below Figure [8]. 

 

Figure 4. Value of Next Generation Intelligent Integrated Security 
Management Model using Big Data Technology 

5. Conclusion 

Companies improve their product, system or services because they want to serve more 

profitable groups of customers who are willing to pay higher prices for these improved 

products or services. Often, it is more than a want. It is need. [11] If an innovation does 

not take place at a point of modularity, it is one of the two other forms of sustaining 

innovations-radical or incremental-that both happen at points of interdependence.  Radical 

sustaining innovations are at the complex end of continuum. Integrated companies can 
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master the myriad interdependencies involved in wrestling with compatibility, 

interoperability, and legacy issues in security management. Without the reliable security 

infrastructure any company or organization can’t survive to meet customer support 

requirements. This model can improve security infrastructure to provide better services to 

customers. The development of next generation intelligent integrated security 

management model using big data technology can support various protocols to collect all 

kinds of log information for the purpose of flexible action. This model is an integrated 

technology of natural language based analysis, ease of use for users, convenient users 

interface, automation of log management, analysis of network packet, real time detection 

of security threats. Therefore, this model can be a new trend of integrated security 

management technology which has evolved from separated security management to 

converged security management system with an aim of optimal management concept. 

[14] This model can be a new platform for Security Monitoring System with quick 

response in times of security attacks and incidents and also provide prompt security 

information for related analysis with ease of use. Firstly, collect all log files from various 

security channels. Secondly, restore in deposit place and take process of analysis. And 

finally, draw the results about correlation from various channel input, having the 

architecture of real time detecting and monitoring, The main objective of this model is 

doing log management using big data, detection of weak points, life cycle management, 

analysis of network packet, detection of network abnormal condition, prevention of 

attacks from security threats by means of real time analysis and response. The 

development of this model is a transformation that can be considered as a journey toward 

new ways of next generation intelligent security management. Some users, put off by the 

more challenging new environment, are tempted to point out what’s wrong with becoming 

intelligent rather than anticipating the benefits once new complexity is mastered. The best 

way to make accurate sense of the present, and the best way to look into the future, is 

through the analysis of big data. Good analysis provides a robust way to understand 

important developments, even more when data is limited. And big data analysis in 

security management is even more helpful when there is abundance of data. This can be 

critical challenge of this model.  This model also suggests intelligent integration of 

security system with monitoring function. Sustaining innovations play two important roles 

in security industry change: They define the path of incumbent improvement and they 

provide the fuel for disruptive companies to march up their own improvement trajectories. 

This model can be one of the best ways to improve security management productivity as a 

new approach. I conclude from many experiences with implementation of information 

infra structure that converting it to integrated and intelligent have increased its 

productivity at a rate which are comparable to great growth in the larger economy. 

There are some limitations of this research that should be considered. Firstly, the 

verification of this total architecture through questionnaire and survey has not been 

proposed. Further study can do this research from real reference cases. Secondly, the 

value of this model can be compared with real cases if we have statistical result analysis 

of before and after implementation of this model. Thirdly, application of this research can 

be extended in many security management areas through the implementation of this 

model as a validity. Thirdly, all of the diverse factors about intelligent security model 

have not been mentioned in this paper. These limitations can be studied for future 

research, which can be contributed to the development of security management areas. 
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